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Geographic Indicators: Unexpected Fodder in Brexit Negotiations
By Libby McKown*
Many may not have expected the impact and repercussions that have
developed from the Brexit vote. The scope and issues that have arisen
because of it are immense. Intellectual property, a topic not on the forefront
of the average voter’s mind, is causing ripple effects that may not have been
previously anticipated.1 In a recent turn of events, intellectual property has
become a bargaining chip that the United Kingdom might use in reaching
a more favorable deal with the European Union.2 By utilizing geographic
indications, the UK has potentially found a spot that could hurt the leaders
of the EU and advance its own bargaining position.
Geographic indications (GIs) are words or pictures “used on products that
have a specific geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation
that are due to that origin.”3 GIs have an important meaning for the people
of Europe as many producers rely on the prestige of their products to be
competitive in the market.4 However, once the name becomes generic, the
product ceases to be protected.5 Products like parmesan, Champagne, Swiss
Made watches, and Roquefort cheese are all protected in Europe and others
cannot market a product as one of these items if it is not made to
specification in the region where the name originated.6 The UK itself
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possesses several GIs that it is keen to protect such as Scotch and Irish
whiskeys.7 The desire to protect these GIs is incredibly important for many
Europeans and has led to several trade deals between the EU and Canada,
Japan, Australia, and Singapore.8
In recent developments in the world of Brexit, the UK seems to have used
GIs as a new bargaining chip.9 There is a “suspicion in Brussels…that the
Brits will seek to trade this in later in the talks for something else they really
want.”10 Since both sides of the negotiations have GIs they wish to protect
in any future deal, it stands to reason that the UK is not seriously
considering giving up its own GIs in foreign markets,11 especially not a
market that accounts for 46% of all its exports.12
UK-producers are growing concerned over the implication of a no-deal
Brexit and the potential that their products may no longer be protected in
the EU.13 If a deal is not made on these products, it will “further exacerbate
the negative impacts of Brexit” for these producers.14 However, it seems
unlikely that all of the UK GIs will be done away with in the EU and vice
versa due to how unfavorable such a course would be for all involved.15
This all could be a clever bribe by the UK to try and gain a more favorable
Brexit. The UK negotiators, knowing the importance many Europeans put
on GIs, may use this to aid in the acquisition of a free trade deal or other
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desired aspects of the EU.16 Conversely, the EU could understand the ploy.
The UK does not truly want to do away with precious GIs leaving a billiondollar industry17 to flounder. The EU will want to continue to make an
example of the UK by denying the UK the free trade benefits that the UK
really wants to keep.18 The EU does not want other nations to secede from
the EU.19 The strength of the EU relies on the inclusion of many
economically strong states coming together to form one market. It gives a
bargaining advantage with big markets like China and the United States by
compiling each country’s economy.20 This advantage was potentially
instrumental in getting those major trade deals that protect important GIs.
While intellectual property as a whole could potentially be a sticky issue, if
the UK and EU agree to keep major mechanisms in place, there is the
potential of a very clean, smooth transition with minimal change.21
However, if the EU continues to be steadfast in its desire to make an
example of the UK, intellectual property could be caught in the fray.
However, that would be shortsighted and could lead to more problems
than solutions.22 If geographical indications are caught in this web, the
people producing the products will be the ones who suffer the most.23
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